SE-Editor
Beyond Generated Software Documentation - A Web 2.0 Perspective

Traditional Software Documentation Challenges

• Often single source
• Limits the ability for collaboration
• Lack of multimedia support (video, images)
• Interweaved with source code (updates, editing history, rights management)

SE-Editor Key Benefits

• Enables the use and integration of collaborative (wikis) and multimedia (videos, images) content in source code documentation
• Facilitates the integration of documentation tools and techniques
• Implemented as an Eclipse plug-in
• Allows to create and maintain documentation outside the source code
• Manages privacy and versioning issues related to source code documentation
• Supports the internalization of source code documentation

Contact Information and Download
Concordia University
Dr. Juergen Rilling: rilling@cse.concordia.ca

Defence Research and Development Canada – Valcartier
Philippe Charland: philippe.charland@drdc-rddc.gc.ca

Download: http://aseg.cs.concordia.ca/seeditor/